20 Advantages of Using Utopia uXLoader

uXLoader is the recognized SAP data capture and validation tool that creates a standard SAP MDG Change Request and produces
seamless, high integrity data acquisition. Leveraging user familiarity working within Microsoft Excel, uXLoader reduces keystrokes
and automatically validates data entry, thus reducing the time spent getting your data right the first time, every time.

USER EXPERIENCE

FUNCTIONALITY

SPEED

USABILITY

QUALITY

Multilingual

Broad Functionality

Multiple Object Change
EULA ALSH
Request

Color Codes

Help Guides

uXLoader supports SAP Standard
objects, Enterprise Asset
Management (EAM) objects and
Asset Information Workbench
(AIW).

Creates and updates master data
in SAP MDG simultaneously
through Multiple Object Change
Request (MOCR).

Personalization

Single File Usability

Mass Maintenance

Personalization allows users to
view and fill only the views and
fields of interest, remainder are
hidden.

Data for create, change and
delete operations can be
uploaded through a single file.

uXLoader supports 5 different
languages (English, Dutch, Italian,
French and Spanish).

uXLoader uses different colors
to highlight key fields,
mandatory, F4 field, errors and
warnings.

User help guides are easily
accessible from Excel.

F4

Consistency Checks

Mass maintenance of data
attributes including classification
from the simple, intuitive
uXLoader user-interface.

Possible values for key and
mandatory fields are made
available in the excel sheet for
the given field using F4.

Record Grouping

Users can save templates and
data so they may reuse the excel
load file in the future.

Data records from uXLoader are
directly processed using MDG API in
ODATA service and CR is created. The
results are immediately displayed in
the “Return” sheet of uXLoader.

Search and Fetch
Search and fetch functionality
for changing existing records.

Users can divide the mass load
into groups of records and
create multiple change requests.

uXLoader performs standard
MDG validation at the access
class level. Other validations are
supported through F4 values
and mandatory field checks.

Single Sign-On (SSO)

Synchronous &
Asynchronous Calls

Single File Loading

Predefined Templates

Error Highlighting

Load all entities of supported
objects in SAP MDG from a
single file.

Predefined templates with
governance attributes for each
object supported.

Errors coming from SAP MDG
framework are highlighted at
the entity and field name level.

Save Templates

Single Sign-On (SSO) feature
eliminates the need to enter
credentials multiple times.
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Direct Processing

User can process small sets to
large volumes of records using
Synchronous and Asynchronous
calls, respectively.

Ability to perform consistency
checks before the data load.

Validations

